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NEW PRODUCT
ANNOUNCEMENTGPSMAP® 8700 Black Box

Give your vessel tremendous capabilities and features that are 

fully integrated across your entire marine system. This black box 

system is compatible with Garmin marine monitors or third-party 

touchscreen monitors (sold separately), allowing you to add to 

your current helm configuration or build a beautiful, new fully 
integrated glass helm. It allows you to add and integrate multiple 

sonar technologies as well as autopilot, connected services, 

apps, engine data and multimedia at your helm. You can also 

use the SmartMode™ control to automatically sync your personal 

preferences and user data for all networked chartplotters across 

multiple helms. 

Everything you need can conveniently be found at your 

fingertips — on any touchscreen. NMEA 2000® networking and 

the Garmin Marine Network allow you to easily build your full 
marine electronics suite — from radar and autopilots to cameras, 
instruments and forward-looking sonar — controlled from your 
chartplotter and shared across multiple screens. In addition, 

our exclusive OneHelm™ system coordinates many third-party 

manufactured onboard marine products to bring full control of 

systems — such as digital switching, FUSION® entertainment, 

lighting, stabilization and more — to your touchscreen monitor.

PRODUCT OVERVIEW:
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KEY FEATURES:

Feb. 13, 2019

COMPATIBILITY Compatible with Garmin marine monitors or third-party touchscreen monitors

INTEGRATION
Integrates internal sonar sharing, multiple black box sonars, Ultra High-Definition ClearVü and SideVü scanning sonars, autopilot, connected services, 
apps, engine data and more

GPS Pairs with external GPS 19x 10 Hz GPS and GLONASS receiver to update position and heading 10 times per second

CARTOGRAPHY
Preloaded worldwide basemap; compatible with BlueChart® g3, BlueChart g3 Vision, LakeVü g3 and LakeVü g3 Ultra accessory cards featuring integrated 
Navionics® data and Auto Guidance1 technology (accessory cards sold separately)

NETWORKING
Fully network capable with NMEA 2000® networking connectivity and the Garmin Marine Network to easily build your marine system — from sonar, radar 
and autopilots to instruments, cameras and multimedia

WIRELESS 
CONNECTIVITY

ANT® technology and Wi-Fi® networking let you connect with the quatix® 5 marine watch, VIRB® 360 action camera, gWind™ Wireless 2 wind sensor and 
more

VESSEL 
INTEGRATION

For full control of your boat on your chartplotter screen, use our exclusive OneHelm™ feature to connect to many third-party devices; J1939 for engine 
integration; USB touch output for control of a PC

SMARTMODE SmartMode™ station controls enable presets for one-touch access to docking, cruising, fishing, anchoring and more

ACTIVECAPTAIN
Use built-in Wi-Fi® networking to pair with the free ActiveCaptain® app for access to OneChart™, smart notifications2, Garmin Quickdraw™ Community 
data and more

MEDIA 1 input and 1 output HDMI connection, 1 composite video input and audio auxiliary output to FUSION® sound system

SONAR SUPPORT
Connect a GSD™ sonar module, GCV™ 10 Ultra High-Definition  scanning sonar module or Panoptix LiveScope™ system to add sonar capabilities to the 
GPSMAP 8700

PRODUCT CONFIGURATIONS:  SCHEDULE B: 8526910070
HTC: 8526.91.0040

AVAILABILITY
PART 

NUMBER
DESCRIPTION UPC

MRP 
(USD)

MRP 
(CAN)

INCLUDES

Second 
quarter 2019

010-02094-00 GPSMAP 8700 Black Box 753759213589 $3,999.99 $5,449.99

GPSMAP 8700 black box, mounting hardware, power cable,
right angle NMEA 0183 with audio cable, NMEA 2000® 2-meter 
drop cable, NMEA 2000 power cable, NMEA 2000 T-connectors 

and terminators and documentation

GPSMAP 8700 Black Box

Supported display resolutions

1024 x 768
1280 x 1024
1600 x 1200
1680 x 1050
1900 x 1080
1920 x 1080

Unit dimensions 14.2” x 7.8” x 6.7” (36.0 x 19.8 x 17.1 cm)

Unit weight 3.06 lbs (1.39 kg)

Power consumption
Max power usage at 10 Vdc: 12 watts
Typical current draw at 12 Vdc: 0.6A

Max current draw at 12 Vdc: 1.0A

Antenna External only (NMEA 2000)

Garmin Marine Network ports 4

J1939 support Yes

NMEA 2000 support Yes

NMEA 0183 input ports 4

NMEA 0183 output ports 2

Video input ports
1 - BNC composite

1 - HDMI (HDCP compliant)
Video output ports 1 - HDMI

USB 2 microUSB

Wireless connectivity Yes

PHYSICAL SPECIFICATIONS: PACKAGING SPECIFICATIONS:

GPSMAP 8700 Black Box

Gift box dimensions 

(WxHxD):

18.2” x 10.0” x 4.5” 
(46.3 x 25.3 x 11.5cm)

Gift box weight: 6.2 lb (2.8 kg)

Master carton dimensions 

(WxHxD):

20.9” x 19.0” x 14.6”
(53.0 x 48.2 x 37.0 cm)

Master carton weight: 40.2 lb (18.2 kg)

Master carton quantity: 6
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1Auto Guidance is for planning purposes only and does not replace safe navigation operations
2When paired with a compatible smartphone; see Garmin.com/ble

Wi-Fi is a registered trademark of the Wi-Fi Alliance.

Please note: The ECCNs and Classification numbers provided represent the opinion of Garmin International, Inc. of the proper classifications for the products today (based on the original software and/or original 
hardware). Classifications are subject to change. Under the U.S. export regulations, the U.S. Government assigns your organization or client, as exporter/importer of record, the responsibility for determining 
the correct classification of any item at the time of export/import. Depending on the products, the customer, or the country of destination, an export license may be required by the Department of Commerce 
prior to shipment. The Department of Commerce’s Bureau of Industry and Security (former Bureau of Export Administration) website (http://www.bis.doc.gov) provides information that might be useful to you in 
determining whether you need to obtain a license for a particular shipment. To be clear, if an item described above does require a validated export license, it would be the exporter’s responsibility to obtain this 
license prior to exportation.

COMPATIBLE ACCESSORY OVERVIEW:
The below is a highlight of the compatible accessories. There are many more to review on the GPSMAP 8700 black box webpage. 

SKU UPC PRICE DESCRIPTION IMAGE

GPS 19x NMEA 2000® 
antenna

010-01010-10 753759982300
MSRP:

$249.99 USD

This highly accurate antenna provides 10 Hz update rates for position, 
velocity and time data. It offers high-sensitivity reception and enhanced 

position acquisition to your GPSMAP 8700 black box.

Garmin card reader 010-01023-00 753759998165

MRP:

$199.99 USD

$269.99 CAD

Provide convenient remote mounting and a single access point for 2 SD™ 
card slots for mapping with our Garmin Card Reader. A water resistant, 
magnetic door allows the card reader to be mounted horizontally or vertically 

— and you can add multiple card readers for additional access points.

USB cable 010-12390-10 753759143091
MSRP:

$49.99 USD

Connect your GPSMAP 8700 black box to a computer using this 15’ USB cable 
and a compatible HDMI cable (sold separately). This water-resistant and secure 

connection allows you to touch the chartplotter screen to operate the computer, 

including the ability to see and touch the keyboard on the screen.

Audio/NMEA 0183 
cable

010-12390-21 753759161651
MSRP:

$29.99 USD

Network your GPSMAP 8700 black box with this NMEA 0183 data 
communication cable. It includes bare wires and an RCA connector for audio 
connection to any stereo setup, including FUSION® system.

GMR™ 2526 xHD2 
radar

K10-00012-16 753759223281

MRP:

$8,999.99 USD

$12,149.99 CAD

This is the only 6’ 25 kW open-array radar that can fully integrate with Garmin 
chartplotters. It will provide radar data overlay onto your charts when used 

with autopilot or heading sensor. GMR 2526 xHD2 has the power to deliver 
excellent target separation and amazing image clarity.

GSD™ 26 sounder 
module

010-00958-00 753759969738
MSRP:

$1,999.99 USD

GSD 26 takes high-definition targeting to a whole new level. With a 
compatible transducer, the sounder module’s Spread Spectrum technology 

scans on multiple frequencies at one time, returning vast amounts of data to 
the receiver. As a result, you can expect precise, shallow water-like target 
separation at much greater depths — up to 10,000’ (3,000 meters).

AIS™ 800 blackbox 
transceiver

010-02087-00 753759209919
MSRP: 

$999.99 USD

Increase your situational awareness and confidence on the water with the 
Garmin AIS 800 transceiver. It has 5 watts of transmit power and provides 
faster position reporting than ever before. It transmits your vessel information 

to other AIS receivers in your area while it receives their AIS target data.

VHF 315 marine radio 010-02047-00 753759205522
MSRP: 

$699.99 USD

The 25-watt VHF 315 marine radio with Class D DSC is a modular 
communication solution. It provides the security of reliable communication 

and full NOAA weather alerts on the water by meeting the latest industry 
standards. It’s easy to use and integrates seamlessly into the Garmin 

onboard system.


